Planning WBL:
3 Key Actors in 3 WBL Stages
4-Step Method. Instructing a Trainee
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Competence to be trained:
getting overview of WBL process and necessary actions, responsibilities of 3 Key Actors. Understanding the need to plan WBL together
and share responsibilities between VET and workplace.
Working in small groups (3-5 participants)
by: discuss method
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2) watch the video and identify 4 steps. Assess Tutor’s work in the video (link).
3) Simulation game: within your group prepare a task/activity which you will
Step 1: Who are the Key Actors reponsible for quality of WBL?
teach a Trainee using 4-step method. Choose the Tutor/Mentor who will do the
Vet Trainee outside your group. After preparation,
instructing. Choose a Trainee from participants
demonstrate “instructing a trainee” to all participants.
Vet Tutor

Workplace Tutor

Trainee

Through analysing real life example we come to agreement that there are 3 main persons reponsible for
demonstrates
ability
Quality of WBL: Trainee, VET Teacher, Workplace Tutor. They must be named by training
participants.

to perform the task
Step 2: What are the tasks of the 3 involved persons in WBL process?independently
Fill in the Table:
Mentor
provides
Divide into 3 smaller groups: Group 1 represents VETTrainee
Teacher;practices,
Group 2 – Trainee,
Group
3 – Workfeedback
place Tutor.
Mentor supports,
(assessment)
Groups brainstorm their list of tasks. Each group hascorrects
to fill in their respective column in the table below. Small groups can use flipchart sheets or post-its to develop the list of tasks Before-During-After.
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A brief
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to presents the tasks of each Actor to all participants. Discussion of each stage.
Step
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Step 1: Greeting and introduction. Possible topics:
- What “action” will be learned
- Is there any previous knowledge, experience (or how is this task related to what was learned earlier)?
- Why
it is important
perform the
it inresult
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manner,
it part
some larger
process?
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Step 2: Mentor demonstrates

